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HAVERFORDWEST: 'MANY VOICES,
ONE TOWN, HEART OF THE COUNTY'
BACKGROUND AND STORY SO FAR

 

 

The project is a two-year pilot, funded by the

Arwain Sir Benfro LEADER programme. 

 

PLANED has a long and successful history of

working with and engaging communities.

The Community Well-being and Resilience

Project will explore how town and

community councils can build community

well-being and resilience, by engaging their

communities to develop local well-being

assessments, plans and project activities. 

 

The project will put policy into practice.  The

Well-Being of Future Generations Act (2015)

is a ground-breaking piece of legislation that

requires public bodies in Wales to work

better with others and take a more joined

up, preventative, and long-term approach so

that their decisions have a positive impact

on people living in the future as well as

those living today.  

Information we gather will feed into and

inform the county-wide Well-Being

Assessment and Plan undertaken by the

Public Services Board (PSB), as required by the

Well-Being of Future Generations Act (2015). It

will also look at how community and town

councils can support the delivery of the

Pembrokeshire Well-Being Plan.
 

 

 

 

At the invitation of Haverfordwest Town Council (HTC), PLANED

was asked to engage with the community to explore well-being

in the town and support the production of a well-being plan.

The Community Well-Being and

Resilience Project



 

Undertaken comprehensive community asset

mapping work.

Reviewed information collected about the

town during Haverfordwest Festival Week

2017 and online engagement discussion

forums about town developments.

Met with various key town champions and

organisations - including Town Councillors,

business owners, Business Circle, VC Gallery,

time banking, Space to Create and Memory

Cafe.

Developed and delivered two training

workshops for HTC on engagement,

leadership, resilience and developing a vision

in January and February 2019.

Set up a link between HTC and

Pembrokeshire Youth Service, with two

Youth Assembly Members attending the first

training session.

Two community conversation engagement

sessions in the Riverside Library.

Two pop-up engagement events at the skate

park pod in collaboration with Haverfordwest

Leisure Centre to look at ways to connect up

the centre with the skate park.

Carried out sessions at Pembrokeshire

College with our match funder DATRIS to

create animated well-being stories.

 

 

 

WELL-BEING IN HAVERFORDWEST

This is a summary of the activities and engagement work

PLANED have delivered in Haverfordwest, the project

ideas that will improve well-being in the town and the

achievements of Haverfordwest Town Council so far.

Engagement pop-up session at

Pembrokeshire College during Freshers'

week.

Attended Transition meeting 16 September

2019 and assisting the organisation with

project ideas.

Attended the Ocky Whites consultation

event at County Hall on 19 September 2019.

Meeting with Homeless Pembrokeshire and

exploring the issue of homelessness and

poverty in the town (October 2019).

Carrying out engagement work at two

lantern workshop events run by Span Arts in

Haverfordwest (October 2019).

 

ACTIVITIES DELIVERED:

 

We have engaged with approximately
450 members of the community,
young people and partners. 
 

This is a report of our headline well-
being findings, the key themes and
project ideas.
 



SUMMARY 

There is a general feeling that the

independent shopping culture and

galleries make the town unique and

should be encouraged, but perhaps less

charity shops and a balance of some

larger chains (shopping and eateries

such as KFC, Dominoes, Primark, H&M

etc) in the town centre would help

encourage more footfall and investment.

There is a lack of wine bars or restaurants

for evening visitors, and more evening

entertainment is desired.  It is hoped

that the redevelopment of Ocky Whites

will offer more employment

opportunities as well as some evening

spaces whilst maximizing the riverside

location.

 

The farmer's market on a Friday is a

great event, there is lots of support and

desire to buy local on a more permanent

basis with everything together in one

space.

 

The town needs a general tidy up and

more use of empty buildings.

 

A number of businesses are struggling to

survive with business rates as they are.

There is great support from the

community for PCC to stimulate the

town and incentivise business by

offering more hardship relief and

reduced rates and even independent

spaces for small business with very low

rent and rates to encourage

entrepreneurs in the town.

 

BUSINESS SERVICES AND LOCAL ECONOMY

To promote investment in the high street -

offer incentives such as free rent for a set

time or subsidised rent and lower business

rates (rate relief).

Tidy up the shop fronts - could form part of

an expressive art project.

A tram that is an attraction in itself and

can link up the 'upper' town with the

'lower' town.

There is a lack of family friendly places in

town, perhaps a nice cafe with a play area

as part of a community space.

More for young people to do in town - so

that parents can drop them off and they

can have fun - many young people would

like to see an indoor skate park developed

and other all weather attractions, such as a

bowling alley and cinema complex open

all the time. NB that the Youth Club are

arranging trips to Cardiff etc.

Reduce the cost of parking to encourage

visitors.

Look to fill a central town building, e.g. the

empty town hall with an arcade of

independent local shops and produce,

with fresh veg akin to the Frome

Independent Market, to showcase the

county's enterprising cottage industry

entrepeneurs and allow them to get going

without the stress of rent and rates.

Look to create a tech hub in the town

where local coders and digital businesses

could obtain low cost space as well as

camaraderie with fellow entrepreneurs. As

they grow they create jobs and build up

core strength in the local economy as well

as offering training opportunities for young

people.

 PROJECT IDEAS



SUMMARY

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND LOCAL DEMOCRACY

There is a general feeling of pride in

the town and it is a friendly

community. However, there is

sometimes a disconnect between the

community, HTC, PCC, the town team

and various town organisations and

groups. There is strong feeling that the

town could work more collaboratively

together. 

 

Some of the more negative views of

HTC and the town are often down to

communication issues i.e the public

are not aware of who is responsible for

what, what has been achieved or is

planned. 

 

More awareness of HTC and the role of

a councillor may hopefully encourage

more people to be involved, especially

young people. 

 

HTC to better utilise social media to

promote its activities and engage

instantly with the community.

Intergenerational meet-ups – arrange

something between the schools / college

and the dementia friendly group at Picton

Centre.

Youth representatives to join HTC.

HTC to help arrange volunteers for the

new Youth Club.

'CWBR's Guide to government in

Pembrokeshire' (see 'Youth Voices Matter'

section) developed by CWBR was received

well by young people and could be used

in schools and by HTC to raise awareness

of the layers of government and the

importance of civic responsibility.

 

PROJECT IDEAS

Youth voices +

choices!



SUMMARY

COMMUNITY SPACES AND ACTIVITIES

PROJECT IDEAS

Skate park is in need of more resources

(see below) and the portacabin could be

made better use of.

More safe spaces for young people to meet

when the weather isn't suitable for the

skate park.

A Youth Club for years 5-7 too as current

Youth Club only covers older children.

Library as a 'meeting place' can mean

more noise – need a quiet space or

restricted quiet times e.g 10am-12pm 

Use a space like HaverHub for courses,

events and somewhere for families and

young people to hang out – ' gaming' club,

café with a little play area.

More volunteers and floats at town carnival

with some financial support from HTC –

great event to bring the town together.

Create an access guide for the town for

disabled people – very hard to find out the

information.

More free community events in the town

like those seen during Festival Week –

London's South Bank is a prime example

of free events – to encourage people back

into the town.

More 'pop-up market' style events.

A building such as the old law court to be

turned into a community space and used

for the farmers' market in winter, antiques

fairs etc.

 

The new library is generally very well used

and enjoyed by the community, and is

especially enjoyed by young familes and

baby groups ('it's fantastic - I wouldn't

have come into town otherwise') but the

'meeting place' atmosphere means it can

be quite noisy. 

 

There is renewed excitement in the town

with Get the Boys a Lift, new local events /

festivals and the developments at

Haverhub for instance. 

 

The skate park is very important to a

number of local young people but needs

more resources (see below). The new

Youth Club has recently opened in the

town and the Leisure Centre hope to

encourage more young people to use the

facilities available. 

 

Communication about the spaces

available and events on needs to improve.



There are incredibly talented and creative

people in the town who need support,

recognition and help to make things happen.

The River of Lights and Yarn Bombers are a

fantastic example of this. Arts and cultural

events are so important for the well-being of

the town, such a great way to bring the

community together with a feel good factor

which can feed into other things - especially

hands on workshops and then the event itself

- all of which create a sense of ownership and

bring the community positively together.

 

Communities that become empowered and

take ownership of the things that benefit

their community - their well-being - is an

essential ingredient for resilience and linked

with a strong and connected community as

its output.

 

There is pride in the history and historical

buildings, the river and the castle, all of which

could be made more of.

 

The new Riverside library is a great cultural

addition to the town. 

 

SUMMARY
Set up a heritage, culture and arts steering

group to guide the various organisations in the

town so all working together. 

Promote and improve the castle – make sure

there are refreshments on site as young

families are more likely to explore. 

Produce a heritage town trail map to bring the

town to life and promote history of the area.

Use theatre at the college more or look at

options with empty buildings in town and with

Haverhub.

Use Shire Hall as a museum with small stalls –

more community based ventures in local

buildings.

A pop up community performance stage –

floating barge / outdoor community stage

driving people onto the riverside.

More affordable and accessible arts events for

all ages - particularly hands on events where

the community come together and take

ownership.

More children / family creative, arts and craft

events that link to Haverfordwest and bring

the town together so that both young people

and adults can engage and connect more with

the town and its history / heritage, e.g. the

castle (especially events where you take

ownership / make something towards a bigger

piece) - a rich environment which is

underused. 

More arts groups / clubs for children - a club

where they can try different mediums and be

creative - could be a monthly club working

towards a final event.

A children's history club - which can link up

with the town and the arts too.

More plays / theatre / touring theatre.

More music events / festivals.

Develop the town carnival with investments in

the floats from HTC.

 

 

NB See CWBR's engagement report from two

lantern workshop events run by Span Arts in

Haverfordwest (October 2019) for more detailed

information regarding arts and culture in the

town.

 

PROJECT IDEAS

HERITAGE AND CULTURE

"William Owen's bridge to Victoria Place 
- a grand entrance"

"Fantastic buildings"

"Such interesting churches"
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"I did it before and found it fantastic - best thing

Haverfordwest has done in years (River of LIghts)"

"Quaint pretty streets"



SUMMARY

The bus services seem to work well for

some, but not so well for others and can

be very busy at times, especially in the

summer. Improved timetables and

connections where needed is important. 

 

Many commented on how great the

leisure centre is, but some of the younger

people were not aware of all the classes

on offer and thought of it as a 'school'

thing rather than a fun open space. Young

people also struggle with transport

around the town.

 

There are obvious concerns over

healthcare provision in the town and

county with the potential Withybush

downgrade. 

 

Access to the town is generally good, but

parking could be cheaper and train

services improved. 

 

It was also noted that more housing and

parks / play parks are needed in the town.

However, there is a lack of awareness of

what public green spaces are available at

the moment, e.g. the Paddocks, the Priory

Saltings and river footpath developments. 

 

HOUSING, EDUCATION AND PUBLIC SERVICES

PROJECT IDEAS

Work with PCC to ensure that transport

services (bus and train) are adequately

fitting the need in the local area.

Identify or create a green space for a

more central play park location.

Promote public green spaces - “Green

space – eco trail” leaflets to follow

around town that link up the green

spaces and walks. All river

developments promoted and walks

advertised.

The leisure centre to work with local

schools and young people and offer

classes that will encourage them to

enjoy sport and fitness, e.g. parkour.

Investment in toilets needed; not

enough currently.

Look at increasing parking provision

and lowering pricing in the town center.

 

Let's work 

together



HOMELESSNESS AND POVERTY IN 

HAVERFORDWEST

There is a growing problem of

homelessness and poverty in the town

which has snowballed over the last 3

years.

 

Currently there is only one hostel in

Pembroke to cover the whole of

Pembrokeshire and the system isn't

working.

 

Although there are a number of charities

that operate to help with food supplies

and emergency packs, there is a lack of

communication and coordination to

bring everyone together to work more

collaboratively.  For instance, to make sure

there is a foodbank available at all times

and more crisis coverage over weekends

and bank holidays.

 

More funding, acknowledgment and

support from HTC and PCC would be

appreciated for these groups and charities

trying to help.

 

A new drop-in in town has been created

for women who are victims of domestic

violence   to come along for peer support.

It has been very busy but there is no

counsellor support in place. Alcohol abuse

is also a growing problem in the town.

 

There is a lack of support for parents of

adult children who are in trouble, they do

not know where to turn. More support is

also required for drug and gambling

addictions in the county town.

HOUSING, EDUCATION AND PUBLIC SERVICES

PROJECT IDEAS

A drop-in centre for the homeless.

Somewhere where you can get a free

meal and drink. A place where you can

gain the support you need, learn new

skills and have support to get a new home

or job.

Supported housing is needed in the town

to support those in need, especially those

coming out of prison to break the cycle.

More recognition and support for the

work undertaken by charities and

organisations like Homeless

Pembrokeshire in the town to provide e.g.

free haircuts and soup events for the

homeless and those in need.. 

More fresh food is needed for the

foodbanks, tinned food is great but being

able to cook a 'proper' meal again for your

family can make all the difference to a

person's well-being.

The problem of drugs and mental health

can mean that a number of young people

in the town do not know how to budget

their money. Credit Union is a great bank

account because it's so easy to set up and

there is no overdraft - access to this needs

to be promoted, especially to young

people..

 



INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION

SUMMARY PROJECT IDEAS

Communication is arguably the biggest

issue for the town. The community and

indeed sometimes those that even work

within these organisations are unclear on

the roles of HTC, the Town Team, PCC and

other collaborative groups, e.g. Transition

and Business Circle and are therefore also

unclear on how to get involved. Increased

promotion and clarification is needed.

 

Many members of the community feel that

they don't know what's going on in the

town and were unaware of local schemes,

e.g. river walks. It is hoped that the new

town map with some of the trails on will be

well used. It is likely that additional 'green'

and 'historical' maps and trails would also

be well received. A mixture of paper and

online information would help reach a

wider number of people.

 

There is a lot of great work going on in the

town but creatives are often operating in

silos, that's not always a bad thing, creatives

often work that way, but there isn't a

communication link to bring them all to

work together and prevent duplication.

Crucially there isn't one coordinated place

where all the events in the town are listed.

 

The younger generations would like to have

more of  say in the town and would like HTC

to be more accessible and more

approachable with less formalities.

 

HTC to better utilise social media to

promote its activities and engage instantly

with the community. 

Each key organisation and group in the

town to create a flyer setting out who they

are, what they do, what they have achieved

and importantly how you can get involved.

Need more coordinated online and social

media use by the different organisations to

promote who they are and list events -

perhaps a central town interactive website

or use the HTC website.

Town newsletter / magazine to go out online

and in paper format locally so targets all

generations and promotes what has been

achieved and dates of events coming up.

“Green space – eco trail” leaflets to follow

around town that link up the green spaces

and walks and a heritage town trail map to

bring the town to life and promote history of

the area.

All river developments promoted and walks

advertised - an estuary map of the 'hidden

coast' would be well received.

Set up a 'Town Partnership' group with

representations from all the key

organisations to meet quarterly.

Employ a Community Development Officer /

Town Manager to carry out the above

improving communications between the

various groups, businesses, HTC, and the

public, creating a more joined-up co-

production approach in the town.

Youth councillors to join HTC.

Let's talk!



 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY

The surrounding natural environment is highly

valued by the community, particularly the river,

paths, trees and wildlife with all the

consequential mental and physical well-being

benefits.  The river is known as the 'hidden

coast' and has huge potential to be a big

tourist draw. Improving cycle paths around the

town is also important - for tourism, clubs and

families - and could link up with the longer

Neyland and Llys-y-fran paths.

 

Many green spaces in the town require greater

collaboration between the various groups

responsible and the public to ensure that there

is awareness, there are enough volunteers, and

the wildlife and habitats are maintained and

protected, i.e. maintain paths, protect saplings

and leave wildflowers to grow.

 

Many people mentioned that the town should

do more to encourage plastic free initiatives

and eco living. 

 

SUMMARY
Clarity over who is responsible for the

various green spaces in the town -

Transition and HTC to create a document

that can be published online where events

can be posted to encourage volunteers to

help with annual maintenance program.

Water fountain reinstated in Castle Square

– free refill station.

School walking bus initiatives.

Edible sharing initiative in the town.

Community garden spaces in the two

historical centres, the Priory and Castle,

which could be used by schools .

A community garden space in Haverhub

which could offer garden clubs and

experiences for children.

Encourage local supermarkets to offer

more plastic free and refill choices - a large

plastic free supermarket would be well

supported.

“Green space – eco town trail” leaflets to

follow around town that link up the green

spaces and walks with the history of the

town (the Castle, the Old Post Office and

the Priory) offering a riverside walk with

subtle planting and resting spaces to

encourage people to take a stroll.

All river developments promoted and

walks advertised; an estuary map of the

'hidden coast' would be well received.

Extend the cycle paths.

Restore the tidal level of the river to enable

greater usage of boating / punts.

Projects that continue to link nature,

history and art in the town e.g. sculpture

walks building on the work and

installations already done by Confluence,

herb / sensory gardens.

Community events celebrating the

orchard spaces.

Plant more trees around the town -

fundraising and grants needed.

More colour and flowers.

Improve the castle garden to bring visitors

in.

PROJECT IDEAS
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"Nature around the town"

"River full of wildlife"

"Nature makes Haverfordwest a great place!"



YOUTH VOICES MATTER
#justsaying

" This place

makes us who

we are "

Headline summary from pop up engagement sessions

at Haverfordwest skate park pod in August and

September 2019 where we spoke to around 60 young

people and parents.

 

 

The overriding response from these discussions is how important

and valuable the skate park is for a large number of young people

in the area - 'this is home to me'; 'this place makes us who we are'.

There is a real sense of community and a welcoming atmosphere.

 

 

We asked the community for their thoughts about the town,

what's important to their well-being and what activities they

would like to see supported / delivered for young people in

Haverfordwest.  We displayed information about the new town

Youth Club for the children to take a picture on their phone.

A raised sheltered area with bench seating

which could also be used as a stage for

community events.

Toilets

A water fountain as there is no where to

access free water on site. 

A grant to keep the lights on for longer will

increase use and may also help to deter more

anti-social behaviour.

Food units on site in the busy months

A bike pump track next door

The Leisure Centre could run training sessions

on how to land safely and parkour

More safety awareness is needed - helmets,

pads, gumshields - not everyone wears them

Paint a community mural on the skate pod

 

1. Improvements to the skate park
 

They would like to see HTC and PCC support the

skate park more and help the community invest

in: 

 
2. Safety and crime
 

Young people are worried about security at the

skate park as there is often anti-social and

sometimes threatening behaviour after 7pm.

There are also gangs that gather in the multi-

story carpark and some young people have

been threatened. They would like to see more

CCTV cameras in the town and more of a

police presence or perhaps more of a support

role ('no uniform and someone who talks to us

and gets to know us'), as they find that the

police can be 'scary'.

 

PROJECT IDEAS

SUMMARY

A separate play area or smaller skate park on

site for younger children was also a high

priority - perhaps with a splash park.

More resources in the pod - more safety

awareness.

 



3. Promotion of HTC needs to improve
 

During the first session, it was clear that many young people were not

aware of who and / or what HTC are responsible for, However, they were

interested to find out more.

 

CWBR created a 'Guide to Government in Pembrokeshire' which we

handed out and discussed at the second session. See below.

YOUTH VOICES MATTER
#justsaying

4. Transport is a big concern for young people
 

Many young people struggle to get to the skate park or clubs etc so a free

bus with a few pick up and drop offs (from skate park to leisure centre for

instance) would be very well received.

 



YOUTH VOICES MATTER
#justsaying

Youth voices +

choices

 

As the county town, it is useful for HTC and others to be aware of the issues

facing young people around employment in Pembrokeshire. The number of

students who indicated that they would be leaving was just over half, many

citing work and training / studying opportunities as the main reason. It

would be worthwhile looking at the studying trends of local young people

to feed into future employment and training / apprenticeship plans, for

instance, a tech hub could be developed in the town as there are many who

would like to return home and make a living,

We spoke to a number of Pembrokeshire College students

during Fresher's Fair on 12 September 2019 about career

prospects in the county. We asked them two questions: 1) After

college, will you stay to live and work in Pembrokeshire?; and

2) What suggestions do you have to encourage young people

to live and work in Pembrokeshire?

SUMMARY

I want to leave because I don’t feel there are

many options here.

No because I plan to study in uni in

England.

No I’m bored of living here.

No because I’m going to uni that has a

better course.

No – want to be a carpenter – move to city

because there’s more work there.

No, there are no jobs.

Go uni in Cardiff or Swansea – travel after

uni hopefully.

No – new experiences by moving away.

I plan to move for work – more

opportunities.

Going to Cardiff – more lively.

I will not be staying in Pembs as I want to

study in England.

No opportunities in Pembs - better

elsewhere.

Move if there are better jobs.

'LEAVERS'
 

 After college will you stay to live and work in Pembrokeshire?1.

I would like to stay in Pembrokeshire

because I love the land and it’s very special

to me. I love the Preselis and the sea here.

Yes – because this is where my family and

friends are.

Stay in Pembs.

Never compares as it feels like home.

Staying in Pembrokeshire.

I want to keep calling Pembrokeshire my

home, and keep coming back here even if

my career takes me around the world.

Yes because I don’t want to move, like it

here – can’t be bothered to move.

Yes – closer to family – more familiar, better

chance of getting a job.

'REMAINERS'
 



YOUTH VOICES MATTER
#justsaying

Youth voices +

choices

Increase range of jobs for the youth.     

Wider variety of job opportunities. For example,

I want to work in media, I feel as if I would have

more chances of employability in Cardiff or

London. Also I am 20 and I don’t understand

how mortgages work.    

Apprenticeships and more jobs for

younger generations.       

Offer more job opportunities.        

Get more jobs for teenagers.    

More sports clubs and jobs in the area.      

Sports.   

More opportunities / events.   

Bigger shops / brands etc.   

Bring more opportunities to study in

Pembrokeshire. 

Apprenticeships.      

Beaches and local culture.

       

2. What are your suggestions to encourage young people to live and work in

Pembrokeshire?

Leave for university, maybe / probably come

back.

I plan on leaving Pembrokeshire for more work

experiences/ opportunity. However, I plan on

coming back.

No – university, but will probably move back to

Pembs after.

''RETURNERS'
 



CONCLUSIONS 

Main findings:

There are a number of community activities,

events and organisations already in existence

and it would be of benefit to the community

for the various groups and organisations

involved to work more collaboratively

together. 

HTC could be in a position to lead on joining

things up and look to appoint a Town

Manager / Community Development Officer.  

A Haverfordwest celebration event would be

well received - a positive event to bring all

the key players of the town together, to

celebrate the new vision of HTC and the

future of the town, with the community able

to vote on their favourite project ideas.

Effective communication has been an issue

for HTC and the town, e.g members of public

not aware of what HTC do, the latest

developments along the river and pathways,

and all the work by Confluence, Transition

and HTC connecting the town back to it’s

river rich history. Communication is now

becoming a priority.

An excellent working partnership with PCC

and other key partners is essential and must

be maintained to create a plan of action for

positive development in the town, incentives

for new businesses and provide opportunities

for young people to train, study and work.

The arts, history, castle and river are an

integral, unique and much valued part of

the town and must be looked after and

supported.

There was a great response for more

affordable and accessible arts / cultural

events where you really get involved and

participate which is known to bring

communities together and lead to a sense

of community ownership which can inspire

and feed into other parts of town life.

Communities that become empowered and

take ownership of the things that benefit

their community - their well-being - is an

essential ingredient for resilience and

strongly linked with a strong and connected

community as its output. Particularly events

that link with the history and creativity in the

town, a carnival, more performance / theatre

events, and an arts group / club for children,

perhaps on a monthly basis, were suggested.

Maintaining, improving and looking after the

town's green spaces, river network and other

green suggestions was extremely important

and prioritised by a large number of the

community we spoke too.

Improved public transport, safety at night

and housing for those in need were also a

priority.



ACHIEVEMENTS

HTC well-being achievements so far:
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Following the training provided in early 2019

HTC adopted their vision ‘Many Voices, One

Town, Heart of the County’ at their council

meeting in June 2019.

HTC are working on increasing their social

media presence and meaningful

communication links with different

organisations in the town and the

community by promoting the work they do

and events in the town via Twitter, YouTube

channel and other social media content.

HTC are building on the connections made

with Pembrokeshire Youth Services and are

looking to appoint two youth

representatives to the council.

HTC are looking to have a water fountain

installed at the skate park.

HTC continues to support dementia friendly

spaces.HTC are supporting the

developments at Haverhub, Ocky Whites,

and the Castle.

Councillors are also involved with Transition

who are looking to support a number of

green project ideas in the town.


